
 

What are your plans for 2013/2014?

In several countries, rental prices are 
under pressure, resulting in many toilet letters to work 
with sharper rental prices. Because of this, they postpone 
investments in new equipment for a while. However, we all 
know that postponing investments can bring along great 
risks and it could endanger the company’s continuity. 

Companies that do not invest in time, will encounter 
increasing costs for repairs and maintenance as well as 
unnecessary machine failure. As a result, one is forced 
to invest in very short term. This shows that a carefully 
considered multi-annual planning is crucial.

Do you have investment plans? ? Since 2012, toilet lessors 
from outside the Benelux can also purchase their toilet 
service units directly from ROM. Because of this, ROM has 
expanded our team for toilet service units. You can read 
more about this on the back of this news letter.  

We wish you a pleasant read and should you have any 
questions, please do not hesitate to contact us, without 
compromise.  Of course, you are very welcome in our 
showroom where we would like to give you all information 
concerning the latest models, developments etcetera.   

Best Regards,
Eugène Plompen - Managing Director ROM bv

Lightweight and compact, without 
compromising quality. This is why our ROM 
FLEXI’s are appreciated worldwide. With high 
quality and functionality, the ROM FLEXI 
combines durability, ease of use and reliability 
you need being a toilet service specialist. This 
all to ensure you emptying and cleaning more 
cabins a day in a comfortable way. Because 
cleaning more cabins means making more 
profit!  

The new FLEXI 1900/1100 is appropriate for 
emptying and cleaning of about 55 toilet cabins 
per day. The vehicle mounted installation is  
appropriate for mounting onto 6½  upto 7½  ton 

vehicles and is available with Honda gasoline 
engine or in PTO version. The unit has a 1900 litre 
vacuum tank and three clean water tanks (PE). The 
first clean water tank (300 litres) is prefect for the 
high pressure cleaner. You can use the other two 
clean water tanks (2 x 400 litre) for filling toilet 
cabins with for instance clean or blue water.   
 
Despite the large capacities, the unit’s empty 
weight is only about 660kg. By default, the unit 
is delivered with for instance a high pressure 
unit. Besides the extensive basic version you 
have a wide  choice of several unique options 
and accessories, such as  HP-pump frost damage 
protection , parking heating system and a 

synthetic box around the installation.  

Our ROM toilet service units are versatile. 
Thanks to a small adjustment they can even be 
used for the cleaning of toilets in trains.  

Dutch transportation company Syntus is respon-
sible for public transport by train and bus in the 
province of Overijssel en the Veluwe region. “Our 
own train units are fitted with trains and of course 
they need cleaning. During our search for a part-
ner, we quickly contacted ROM’”, explains Marcel 
Melissen of Syntus.  
 

 “We have chosen a FLEXI 1200/800 that is fur-
nished with special couplings in order to comply 
with our system. We are very satisfied with the 
FLEXI. Apart from emptying toilets, we can also 
use the water pump for  
filling the clean water  
reservoirs. The perfect 
solution.”
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IS THIS YOUR NEXT TOILET SERVICE UNIT?

The floor to the customer... Public transport company Syntus

ROM WORD

“The unit has a low empty 
weight allowing you 
to take on more load. 
Thanks to its compact 
dimension you benefit 
from a maximal space for 
toilet cabins”

NEW
FLEXI 1900/1100



Toilet rental company employees encounter 
it daily: lifting, levering, tilting and moving 
toilet cabins. All these actions commit a 
(sometimes unnoticed) strain on the back. 
Toilet lessors are looking for solutions to limit 
the physical stress and not only because of 
the introduction of strengthened legislation 
concerning working conditions such as the 
mandatory Risk Assessment & Evaluation 

Research. Also, the financial risks of injured 
employees will come to lie with the employers.

 The solution! 
You can equip your toilet service unit with two 
hydraulically driven toilet cabin lifts. Because 
of the low physical stress, you can work with 
the toilet cabins lifts comfortably, quickly and 
efficiently during the day. They increase the 

productivity, and decrease 
the chances of injuries and 
absence caused by illness. 
For you this means an ease 
of burden. Both literally 
and figuratively.

  Unique system   
In order for trucks with 
diesel engines to drive 
cleaner (because of 
the Euro IV / V norm), 
manufacturers often install AdBlue tanks below 
the chassis. The result being there is not always 
enough space below the frame to secure 
hydraulical toilet lifts. As a solution, ROM has 
developed new toilet cabins lifts that only need 
assembling to the side of the vehicle. Mounting 
below the chassis is no longer necessary. The 
solid side way lifts are easy to operate and also 
considerably lowered in price. 
 
Several of our customers, among which the 
Austrian company Zwick, Lamesch Exploitation 
from Luxembourg and 123 Machineverhuur in the 
Netherlands are already using our new toilet cabin 
lifts to full satisfaction. 
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NEW TOILET CABIN LIFTS APPROPRIATE FOR CURRENT VEHICLE CHASSIS 

ORDER PARTS BEFORE 12.00 (CET), SHIPPED THE SAME DAY 

ROM offers you much more than high quality 
equipment. Even after your product has left 
our showroom, we continue to feel responsible 
for it. We would like to tell you how you can 
optimise the use of your machine. Or how to 
prevent wear and tear, for instance. And how 
you can keep your machine on the road for 
as long as possible. Besides expert advice in 
the field of service and maintenance, we are 
also there for you with our professional parts 
service.  
 
In our central warehouse we have over 100.000 
different parts in stock. Therefore, parts are  
almost always in stock and when you order  
before 12.00, we will ship these parts  
the same day. And, of no small  
importance we offer these parts  
at competitive prices.  
 

 

 

Are you looking for spare parts? Our parts 
catalogue offers the solution. The catalogue covers 
the most common products and accessories. You 
can find each part quickly and easily with the 
help of clear images and article numbers. At a 
glance, will find what you need, after which our 
professional parts service helps you get back on 
the road.  

SPARE PARTS CATALOGUE

FIND YOUR PARTS FAST AND EASY
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As a worldwide player of considerable size 
in the sewer and toilet service industry, ROM 
are leading in developments in the field of 
high pressure and vacuum techniques. Our 
specialists in The Netherlands and the Czech 

Republic are continuously 
searching for the best for our 

customers. Over 33 years 
of experience stands for a 
high quality product. You 
benefit from the latest 

technology and 
proven solutions. 

 

With high quality and functionality, ROM combine 
durability, ease of use and reliability you need 
being a toilet service specialist. One of our latest 
novelties is the frost protection system. Perfect 
when you use your toilet service unit in a cold 
environment.  
 

 

 “Based on the feedback provided by our 
customers, our products are enhanced 
continuously”, says Ben de Jong, operational 
manager for ROM bv. “A team of engineers is 
working daily on testing, quality control and 
certification. Our 
innovations are tested 
in several countries 
before being introduced 
onto the market. This 
guarantees the highest 
standards of quality 
within the market of toilet 
service units”.

CONTINUOUS SEARCH FOR THE BEST FOR OUR CUSTOMERS

“Based on customer 
feedback, our products 
are continously being 
improved”

As of now, it is possible to place a synthetic 
box around your unit. Ideal for advertising 
purposes and frost protection (in 
combination with parking heating system). 

  Make a great appearance…  
The box is made from high quality synthetic 
material and furnished with two shutters and 
LED lighting. The unit can easily be operated and 
yet is optimally protected against the weather 
circumstances. Next to the fact that you can keep 
your unit clean this way, you can also use the box 
for advertising purposes. You distinguish yourself 
from your colleagues, because your company 
name, logo and website address can be seen 
from a distance.  A distinctive  way of attracting 
new customers. 

  Protects against frost damage   
Moreover, in combination with the parking 
heating system,  the box provides good 
protection of your unit against frost damage. 

BOX AROUND INSTALLATION IDEAL FOR ADVERTISING AND FROST PROTECTION 

Your activities continue as normal during 
winter. It proves very difficult to keep your 
unit frost free at very low temperatures. ROM 
has some ideal options in store for you. 

With the option for frost protection, the 
remaining water is released from the high 
pressure pump. Next, the pump can be bypassed 
by means of a coupling system. This way no 

water can enter the pump and cannot freeze. 
Another options is a parking heating system that 
will function reliably, even under the hardest 
conditions. In combination with the synthetic 
box that is built around the FLEXI 1900/1100, 
your unit will remain frost free guaranteed. 
The parking heating system is very frugal and 
fuel consumption is low. This helps you save 
considerably. 

NEW: SYSTEMS FOR FROST PROTECTION 



The past few months our toilet service 
specialist Gouke Hylkema has  made a 
successful demo tour in the Netherlands, 
Germany and Belgium, showing our TYPE 2 
toilet service units. During this tour, several of 
our relations were able to see Europe’s most 
compact and sharply priced service unit live in 
action. The demo unit was placed in the back 
of an  ISUZU D-MAX.

The TYPE 2 has a 600l vacuum tank (optional: 800 
litres) and a 200l clean water tank (PE) Thanks 
to more compact measurements and the lower 
empty weight (only about 360 kg), the unit is even 
more suited for placement on light vehicles or 
trailers. The unit can even be placed in the back of 
a pick-up truck.  
 
And that the latter catches, shows clearly by the 
enthusiastic reactions and orders of demo tour 
participants. “Thanks to two fork lift tubes on the 
bottom of the frame I can easily lift the unit from 
the truck. This allows me to also be able to use 
my truck for other purposes,” René Hemmerling, 
general manager of German company Rohrfrei 24 
Exact explains. “Besides this, the very attractively 
priced unit is furnished with long lasting parts. 
Besides the frame, the tank is also completely 

galvanised, inside and out. And the vacuum pump 
with automatic oil lubrication is sprayed in a rust 
preventing metal paint. This way, I can be sure of 
long life time of my machine”, Hemmerling adds.   

Learn more?  
Would you like to learn more or would you like a 
voluntary demo of the TYPE 2 at your premises as 
well? Call or mail us; info@rombv.com, +31 (0)342 
49 04 17 or visit our website www.rombv.com.

“Thanks to two forklift tubes on the bottom of the frame I can easily lift 
my unit from the truck. This allows me to be able to use my truck for other 
purposes as well”

DEMO TOUR THROUGH THE NETHERLANDS, BELGIUM AND GERMANY



 

Customers want to be able to take on as many 
toilet cabins and as much fresh water and 
sludge as possible. This prevents the  need 
to drive up and down unnecessarily. Larger 
capacities and maximum loading space on 
the vehicle is required. At the same time, in 
the toilet service branch it is very important 
to build the units on to chassis that are as 
light as possible. After all, this makes a big 
difference in the purchase  price / cost. The 
solution is a ROM toilet service unit.

  Lightweight for maximum charge capacity
Thanks to the considered design, our units have 
a low empty weight, leaving you with maximum 
loading capacity. This way, you can take on more 
fresh water and sludge, while preventing over 
load. Furthermore, the compact measurements 
assure maximum space for your toilet cabins. 
Because of this, our units are appropriate for 
mounting onto a twin axle trailer, open body 
truck or lightweight chassis, requiring a modest 
investment. And, of no small importance, the 
lightweight combination saves considerably on 
fuel costs. 

Depending on the vehicle’s total weight,  
its charge and the tank distribution of fresh  
water / sludge, besides driver’s licence C, even 
driver’s licence B is possible. This makes searching 
for qualified personnel a lot easier.

  Want to know more?  
Would you like to know exactly how you can 
get even more out of your toilet service vehicle? 
We would like to come and meet you to help 
you calculate. By means of practical overviews 
and calculations to properly understand all the 
possibilities concerning vehicles, the various types 
of service units etc. This all to get to the perfect 
combination for you, allowing you to comfortably 
work with your unit  for years.  

Belgian company Plees Toilets haven been 
working with our FLEXI 1200/800 on a trailer 
with pleasure. Now that the company has 
grown, it needs to service more and more 
toilet cabins per day. This is why they have 
transferred the FLEXI onto a 3½ ton chassis.  

Business is booming for the young Belgian 
company Plees. The company already had a 
1200/800 on a trailer. They worked with it with 
complete satisfaction. “I was and am very satisfied 
with my ROM FLEXI, but it was time to expand,”  

tells Rik Gailliaert, owner of Plees Toilets. Most 
of all, I want to be able to work quickly flexibly 
and easily. Because of that I have transferred my 
trusted FLEXI onto a 3½ ton chassis. This works a 
bit more efficient than my service unit on a trailer. 
The transfer was done quickly and without any 
problem. Now I can 
use my car with trailer 
for other activities.”

PLEES COMPANY TRANSFERS FLEXI TO 3½ TON CHASSIS

COMPACT & LIGHTWEIGHT… IS IT IMPORTANT?

WEIGHT
SAVE

FOR MORE  CAPACITY  

“Thanks to the weight 
save of a ROM toilet 
service unit you have 
more capacity for toilet 
cabins and fresh water 
and sludge”

GVW MAXIMUM AUTHORISED MASS

56% CHASSIS CABIN, INCL. 
BODY WORK MOUNTING

11% LIGHTWEIGHT 
ROM TOILET SERVICE UNITS

• Lighweight and yet a long life span  
• Lighweight units for maximum loading capacity  

Compact dimensions for maximum loading space 

33% NET REMAINING
LOADING CAPACITY 

Total maximum authorised mass = 100%

33%

11%



 At ROM, you can choose from different kinds 
of toilet service units, in various price ranges. 
Depending on your wishes and applications, 
you can choose the perfect unit. The pick-up 
units are appropriate for mounting onto 
chassis, trailers or vehicles with open loading 
space. For efficient, low-noise drive of the 
unit, you can choose between engine driven 
propulsion (PTO) or by a separate engine.

Thanks to integrated fork lift tubes, our units can 
be transported all over the world. For instance  
to Cameroon, Ghana, Surinam and South-Africa. 
You can easily mount your installation onto your 
vehicle at your location. If desired, you can lift the 
machine off the vehicle, allowing you to use your 
vehicle for other activities as well. No matter which 
unit you choose, you can trust that you have made 
the right choice. ROM only sells top quality!   
 

For instance, our machines are abundantly 
equipped by default with among others;;
• Durable vacuum tank, galvanised inside and 

outside.
• Frame and fork lift tubes galvanised 
• Double ball safety valve + moisture separator 

incl. 2nd ball safety valve
• Combined oil separator/silencer
• Safety valve over and under pressure
• High-Vac suction hose with probe and valve. 

Besides the extensive basic version, you have a 
wide choice of several unique options. Visit our 
website for an up to date and accurate overview. 
Or you looking for a machine like this, or are you 
looking for a tailor made option, that meets up to 
all of your specific desires? Please do not hesitate 
to call or mail us. 

“Thanks to integrated 
forklift tubes our units can 
be transported all over 
the world, like Cameroon, 
Ghana, Surinam and 
South-Africa”

Pick-up units

Chassis cabineopbouw

CHOOSE BETWEEN DIFFERENT KINDS OF TOILET SERVICE UNITS, IN VARIOUS PRICE RANGES 

FACTORY IN CZECH REPUBLIC ENSURES QUALITY, ATTRACTIVE PRICES AND QUICK DELIVERY 

Since 1980, ROM has experienced an healthy 
growth. Our personal approach, commitment 
and expertise have ensured our customers 
coming back to us. Although it is great to see 
such a healthy growth, it also meant that our 
housing needed to grow a couple sizes as well.  

Therefore, in 2000 ROM founded subsidiary 
EUROM in the Czech steel city Brno and built a 
brand new factory there in 2010. Because of our 
production facilities in The Netherlands and the 
Czech Republic, and by using smarter production 

processes, ROM together with EUROM, can 
guarantee quick and reliable delivery times. And, 
maybe even more important: you can keep 
profiting from high quality products at a very 
advantageous price-quality ratio. 

The EUROM building has an area of 3300 m² and 
has its own carcassing and finishing departments. 
Besides the factory, there is a show room for our 
customers. The new premises, in the centre of 
Europe, are easily accessible by its proximity to the 
motorway, the airport and the Brno city centre.

“ROM units are mostly 
available from stock, so 
you can start making 
money straight away”



 

SURINAM BASED KORO’S VERHUUR CHOOSES QUALITY 

ROM pick up units can easily be transported 
and mounted onto a trailer, flat bed truck of 
chassis on location. This is exactly why our 
machines are being used all over the world. 
Our Surinam based customer Koro’s Verhuur 
operate a TYPE 2 in the beautiful surroundings 
of the capital Paramaribo. 

 
Koro’s Verhuur has been active for over 16 
years and delivers its services to governmental 
authorities, commercial enterprises and 
individuals. The company has 13 employees. For 
servicing toilet cabin units, the company uses a  
ROM TYPE 2. “To complete satisfaction,”  Marcha 
Koorndijk of Koro’s Verhuur says. “We are happy 
with our machine. We want durability, ease of 
use and quality. With ROM, all those things are 
perfectly in order.” 
  

This particular ROM TYPE 2 has an 800 litre 
vacuum tank and a 200 litre fresh water tank. 

“Because of the high quality of its components, 
it is a very durable machine. The tank is fully 
galvanised. The inside as well, so I can work with 
this machine for years to come. This also goes for 
the other parts”, Koorndijk continues. “We offer a 
very high standard of quality to our customers and 
we expect the same from ROM.” 

 “Despite the fact that Suriname is located very 
far away from The Netherlands and there also is 
a time difference, the interaction between ROM 
and ourselves is very good. Our machine may 
be very durable, but in case anything is wrong, 
things are resolved quickly. Parts are almost always 
on stock and are shipped to Surinam the same 
day. This means we can return to performing our 
activities quickly. That is very important, because it 
costs a lot of money if you’re not able to use your 
machine for a long time”, says Koorndijk. 

ENGINE/PUMP COMBINATIONS FOR SELF-CONSTRUCTION 

Do you already own a vacuum tank? Together 
with a ROM engine/pump combination you 
can compose your own toilet service unit. 
This allows you to perform vacuum activities, 
such as emptying portable toilet cabins. The 
only thing you need to do is to connect your 
engine/pump combination to your tank.

The engine/pump combination is equipped 
with a reliable vacuum pump and Honda petrol 
engine with manual and electric starter. We 
supply the combination including propulsion and 
safeties such as an emergency stop system, under 
pressure valves and protective cover. 
Optionally, you can also order a high pressure 

pump including pressure regulator, pressure 
gauge, water filter and valve. 
Optionally, you can also order a 
high pressure pump incl. pressure 
regulator, pressure gauge and 
valve.  We assemble it as a whole 
onto a vibration damped sub 
frame. Besides self-construction 
of your own toilet service unit, 
our combinations can also be 
used as a replacement for an 
older or damaged engine/pump 
combination. The engine/pump 
combinations are, for instance, 
available for the ROM TYPE 2, FLEXI 
1200/800  and FLEXI 1900/1100. 

For a complete and current offer: 

www.rombv.com

“Despite the distance, we 
receive parts quickly, so 
we can return performing 
our activities immediately 
after repairs”
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• Value for money

• Over 33 years of experience

• Durable & Reliable

• Safe usage

• Easy operating

• Wide choice of equipment

• Innovative design

• Maintenance friendly

• Professional after-sales

• Online parts catalogue
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WAAROM ROM?

COLOPHON

ROM is certified according to the latest ISO 
standards. For you this means: “We say what 
we do, we do what we say and we will prove 
it too!”  

ISO-certification means working on process 
management and continuous improvements. It 
contributes to an efficient, orderly and verifiable 
organisation. ROM now meets the current  

standards of NEN-EN-ISO 9001:2008. This means 
you can rest assured that the work will be carried 
out as agreed.   
 
In short, because of our  
ISO-certification we can offer you 
today and in the future as well, the 
best products and service.

ROM MEETS UP TO LATEST ISO-STANDARDS

We like to help you think. We still do this for 
over 1450 customers who clean and empty  
toilet cabins with a ROM machine on a daily 
basis. Thanks to the feedback we receive 
from our customers and our extensive market 
knowledge, we can offer you proper advice. 

Whatever you need, our specialists will always 
give you professional advice. Over 33 years over 
experience in toilet service equipment ROM are 
par excellence the partner to translate your wishes 
into a high quality end product. Like this, you 
choose the best option and will enjoy using your 
machine in the manner you had envisaged it.  

ROM offers you certainty and satisfaction.  
A comforting thought! 

OUR SPECIALISTS ARE THERE FOR YOU

“We are there to help you 
in Dutch, English, German 
and French”

Gouke Hylkema
g.hylkema@rombv.com

Angelo Mangieri
a.mangieri@rombv.com

Charles van den Berg
c.berg@rombv.com

In September and October, focus is on the 
ROM Demo Deals. Several sharply priced ROM 
demo units are priced even more attractively, 
immediately available and full of options.  

We like to let you benefit from several products at 
very attractive prices. For instance, a ROM  TYPE 2, 
ROM FLEXI 1200/800 and a ROM Toiletmonkey are 
available. All units are furnished with all the luxury 
you are accustomed to from ROM. 

Visit our showroom or check our current offer 
on  www.rombv.com. Here you can also find our 
demo vehicle ISUZU D-MAX met ROM TYPE 2.  

Curious? Contact us directly and ask for a  
non-binding quotation. 

EXCLUSIVE DEMO DEALS

SCAN & LEARN

   For sale


